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Dear Beongjo,

I agree that it would be possible to define the rate matching in such a
way that the resulting number of bits always is a multiple of the number
of radio frames in the transmission time interval. However, this might
be rather complicated.

As an example consider a transport channel with 80 ms transmission time
interval and 2 transport formats.

In the first format, 640 coded bits are delivered to the rate matching

unit. Higher layers have signalled that 6.25% repetition should be
applied in order to balance the TrCH with some other TrCH. The resulting
number of bits per frame then is 1.0625"640/8 85.

In the second format 320 coded bits are delivered to the rate matching
unit and since the rate matching attribute is semi-static it is

unchanged. That means that we now have 1.0625"320/8=42.5 bits per frame.

Consequently, if we want to make sure that the we have the same number
of bits in each frame we must change the repetition to (for example)
7.5% so that we get 1.075"320/8 43 bits per frame. However, if we change
the repetition on one TrCH, the balancing with other TrCHs of course is

affected. Consequently, we would need to add repetition on the other
TrCHs as well. However, if the same amount of repetition is added on the
other TrCHs, there is no guarantee the resulting number of bits on those
TrCHs are a multiple of the number of radio frames that they are going

to be sent on.

A solution would of course be to just disregard from the fact that the
balancing has been slightly modified. However, since we anyway have to
handle different number of bits in different radio frames in the uplink,
I would propose that we do the same in the downlink.

Best regards,
Per Narvinger

Beongjo Kim wrote:

>
> Hello everyone,
>
> Thanks for the responses and valuable comments.
>

> Considering Per Narvinger’s point,
> we think Li/Ti is not necessarily integer for uplink.
> So, we will incorporate the point into updated proposal, with
> correcting some notational errors.
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>
> For downlink, however, we think that rate matching will take care of the problem.
> In other words, after rate matching, the frame size including dtx bits
> will fit exactly to some of the physical channel data rates.
>

> We expect comments on this issue.
>
> Now, I am preparing text proposal for missing sections in 25.212.
> We are open to comments from anybody.
>

> Regards,
>
> Beongjo Kim
> Telecommunication R&D center,
> Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
>

> >Dear Beongjo,
>
> >I have one comment on the radio frame segmentation part of your
> >contribution. In general I do not think that Li/Ti need to be an
> >integer. In paragraph 4.2.4 of 25.212 it is described how the 1st
> >interleaver is pruned. This means that in the general case, the last row

> >of the 1st interleaver does not need to be completely filled. Hence,
> >some of the radio frames will contain one bit less than the others. If
> >you could incorporate this into your text proposal, I think the radio
> >frame segmentation is clearly defined.
>

> >Best regards,
> >Per Narvinger

Per Narvinger
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